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PART I: INTRODUCTION
Purpose
Climate hazards pose serious threats to Louisiana’s residents and infrastructure. These natural
disasters occur frequently and somewhat regularly in Louisiana and include floods, droughts,
hurricanes, tornadoes, subsidence and sea level rise, among others. Geologic and atmospheric
hazards represent the bulk of natural hazards in Louisiana, and as research facilities studying
climate-related hazards and their respective impacts, both the Southern Regional Climate Center
and the Southern Climate Impacts Planning Program serve the community in navigating these
hazards, risks and impacts. The primary goal of this plan is to establish uniform methods for
reaching the press before, during and after times of crisis. The staff at SCIPP and SRCC should be
prepared to communicate with the media under a variety of scenarios. Using guidelines and
materials provided by the Federal Emergency Management Agency’s department on risk
communication, the Yale Project on Climate Change Communication, the Union of Concerned
Scientists common sense climate change guidebook and other fundamentals of risk and science
communication, this plan pulls from dozens of resources to create a succinct guide on science
communication.
Goals:


To construct a media crisis response for the Southern Regional Climate Center and
Southern Climate Impacts Planning Program.



To build and improve relationships between scientists and key press members.



To foster knowledge and preparedness of natural hazards.



To address climate change issues, impacts and meanings.



To train faculty and staff so that they may acquire basic science communications skills.
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Background
OVERVIEW
The Southern Regional Climate Center and Southern Climate Impacts Planning Program are
regionally-based climate service organizations that reach a variety of stakeholders across public
and private sectors. Both are housed in the climate bay of Louisiana State University and share
faculty, staff and other personal, including graduate student researchers. Together, SCIPP and
SRCC maintain two websites, four blogs, and produce dozens of informational publications, data
resources and research articles. The Louisiana State Office of Climatology (LSOC) is also a partner
with the SRCC and is included in this crisis plan.
The LSOC maintains relationships with multiple news outlets, including the St. Bernard
Parish Post. Barry Keim, Louisiana State Climatologist at LSOC, regularly emails the newspaper
with updates on hurricane season, precipitation totals and significance, and monthly forecasts. The
posts range from 100-250 words and are usually written in laments terms, though include some
jargon and academic references. Keim conducts 150-200 media interviews a year, mostly radio
with some newspaper and television interviews during high-volume periods. Keim estimates that
media work takes up 15-20 hours a week. SCIPP recently lost its primary outreach manager, Dr.
Lynne Carter, and graduate student Hal Needham will be moving into that position in the coming
months.

PRIMARY WEBSITES:
SCIPP – WWW.SOUTHERNCLIMATE.ORG
SRCC – WWW.SRCC.LSU.EDU
LOUISIANA OFFICE OF STATE CLIMATOLOGY - WWW.LOSC.LSU.EDU
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SOUTHERN CLIMATE IMPACTS PLANNING PROGRAM:
Mission and Objectives:
1. Increase the awareness of and preparedness
for southern U.S. climate hazards for both
present day and future climate conditions
through improved local hazard mitigation
planning;
2. Actively engage stakeholder groups to promote increased two-way knowledge transfer
between climate scientists and decision makers;
3. Provide local, state, and regional decision makers with climate hazard data that is
comprehensive, accurate, and easily accessible; and
4. Identify new, critical areas of applied climate research for the southern U.S. as
technologies, research, and knowledge evolves.
The Southern Climate Impacts Planning Program (SCIPP) is a south-central United States
focused climate hazards and research program whose mission is to increase the region's resiliency
and level of preparedness for weather extremes now and in the future. The area SCIPP serve
includes Oklahoma, Texas, Arkansas, Louisiana, Tennessee, and Mississippi. From severe storms,
flooding, drought, hurricanes and storm surge, heat waves, wildfires, to winter storms, the South
experiences among the nation's most extensive collection of climate-related hazards with many
southern states ranking at or near the top of the lists in disaster declarations and billion dollar
disasters.
According to the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), SCIPP states are
among the most disaster declared in the United States. As of early 2013, all six SCIPP states were
ranked within the top 15 most disaster declared states across the country, with four of those states
ranked in the top 10. The SCIPP region also suffers from a frequent recurrence of droughts, which
are not accounted for in FEMA disaster declarations. Regardless of the methods of designating
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disasters, SCIPP aims to bring equal attention to all major climate hazards through comprehensive
historical datasets.
SCIPP research is conducted through active engagement and partnership with a large
community of regional, state, and local stakeholder groups. SCIPP combines the expertise of
climate scientists, meteorologists, and geographers with the everyday experience of decision
makers and planners through frequent workshops, meetings, interviews, and surveys. The goal of
the two-way interactions is to allow a transfer of climate science and information to decision
makers, while likewise allowing decision makers the opportunity to reveal their challenges,
concerns, and needs for climate hazard information.
The Regional Integrated Science Assessments (RISA) Program is a National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) funded set of regional projects focused on strengthening the
linkage between climate sciences and societal impacts. The program began in the mid-1990s to
establish an increased level of communication between climate researchers and decision makers
to enhance preparedness and mitigation for climate change. In particular, RISA programs were
developed to provide focus to regional climate variability issues such as water availability,
agriculture, coastal issues, public health, and wildfire vulnerability, coping with drought, energy
issues, and many other areas of focus. Through RISA's stakeholder-focused research, scientists
and decision makers have successfully come together to openly discuss climate issues, share
knowledge, and identify areas requiring more research and attention in the future. As of early 2013,
there are 11 currently funded RISA projects spanning much of the western and southern United
States, as well as Alaska, and Hawaii.
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SOUTHERN REGIONAL CLIMATE CENTER
The mission of the Southern Regional Climate Center (SRCC) is to increase the use and
availability of climate information in the Southern region that comprises the states of Arkansas,
Louisiana, Mississippi, Oklahoma, Tennessee, and Texas. SRCC personnel work closely with
scientists from other regional and federal climate centers to enhance climate services and programs
that provide a regional structure for climate applications. The long-term objectives of the SRCC
are to collect, enhance and deliver climate data and products to the citizens and industries in its
region, provide personalized service and outreach, and conduct applied climate research and
development to enhance data quality, product utility, and promote a better understanding of the
interaction between climate information and societal needs.

Activities
 Collect weather and climate data from federal, regional, and
local data networks
 Enhance and preserve the quality of these data
 Develop data-centric climate products and decision support
tools
 Deliver data and data-products to the citizens of its region
 Conduct and support applied research
 Develop climate products in support of its mission goals
 Provide support to emergency management agencies
 Monitors climate extremes and anomalies across the Southern region

Climate information is used by a variety of private industries and public institutions to enhance
planning and management decisions and to resolve incident related problems related to their
business activities. The SRCC responds to climate information requests from lawyers, insurers,
rate adjusters, construction contractors, agriculturalists, fishermen, policy planners and managers,
shippers, soil and water conservationists, forensic meteorologists, natural resources and
environmental managers, emergency managers, and private individuals. The SRCC provides its
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services through telephone consultation, automated subscriptions, freely available web-based
information, and subscription access to enhanced online climate data and products that include
climate observations from national and regional networks. Data from regional automated weather
networks, National Weather Service (NWS) daily and hourly reporting stations, weather forecasts
and warnings, tropical advisories, and virtually any type of observation provided through NOAA
data sources.
For more than a decade, the SRCC has been a tier-one relay for weather and climate data
distributed via Unidata's Internet Data Distribution (IDD) system. The Unidata community is
comprised of more than 150 universities building a system for disseminating near real-time earth
observations via the Internet.
Research projects are primarily aimed at producing new climate information used to enhance
climate service activities. The SRCC staff works with developers at other Regional Climate
Centers to develop internet-based data collection and distribution systems. Research objectives
include the characterization of extreme climate events, relationships between atmospheric
circulation patterns and regional climate, and response strategies for hurricanes and tropical
storms. The SRCC has also developed a system (Datzilla) to report and track errors in national
data archives and data delivery systems that contribute to the health of the national climate data
network.
The SRCC has participated in workshops related to climate change and variability, tropical
storms and hurricanes, extreme events, and the impact of climate within the region. SRCC
personnel have visited area classrooms to assist K-12 science teachers in teaching weather and
climate principles. The SRCC also attends National Weather Service workshops and provides
training on data and product delivery systems as well as data quality control systems. The SRCC
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employs and provides financial support to graduate and undergraduate students involved in the
user services and research programs that has contributed to the training and education of students
in several departments on the LSU campus.
The major source of SRCC funding comes from Congressional appropriations channeled
through NOAA's National Climatic Data Center. State matching support is provided by Louisiana
State University through salaries and operating funds. Research and development grants and
contracts are leveraged on SRCC base funding to enhance overall operational capabilities.
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Staff and Faculty Roles
SCIPP is a NOAA RISA program with shared responsibilities between LSU, the University of
Oklahoma and the Oklahoma Climatological Survey. The SCIPP staff includes four core program
managers: Margret Boone, Rachel Riley and Alek Krautmann of the University of Oklahoma
(UO), and Hal Needham of LSU, who took over for the previous program manager in January
2014. SCIPP project investigators are Mark Shafer (UO) and Barry Keim (professor at LSU and
Louisiana State Climatologist). Co-investigators include Renee Edwards, Yang Hong, Peter Lamb,
Mark Meo and May Yuan of UO, and Kevin Robbins, professor at LSU and Director of the SRCC.
The research and support team includes six technical staff members who specialize in web
development and research data collection, three from UO and LSU each. Six graduate students,
three from each university, conduct research on climate change adaptation issues, sustainability,
extreme weather events, and communication. SCIPP also lists 10 affiliates and partners ranging
from other universities (e.g. Texas A&M) to national research institutions (e.g. National Drought
Mitigation Center).
The SRCC staff consists of seven total members: Kevin Robbins (Director), Luigi Romolo
(Regional Climatologist), Kyle Brehe (User Services Climatologist), David Sathiarag (Associate
Director of Computing and Software Development), Yixin Luo (Systems Administrator), Malcolm
Moreau (National Weather Service Data Liaison) and Barry Keim (Louisiana State Climatologist).
At the moment, Barry Keim handles most of the media inquiries, but Hal Needham has been taking
some of that workload in recent months and will continue to do more media work as he transitions
into the role of program manager at SCIPP. Kyle Brehe maintains the Facebook and Twitter pages
for the SRCC. Two graduate students, Rebekah Jones and Amanda Billiot, also handle inquiries,
including phone calls, and post to the website. Jones also designs publications for distribution.
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Communication Objectives
The primary objectives of both the SRCC and SCIPP plans include education and outreach. The
media can be a vital tool in reaching the public, especially in times of crisis. In the event of a
natural disaster, whether in Louisiana or on the other side of the planet, the SRCC and SCIPP
should promptly engage the press. Questions about the welfare and safety of communities will
likely flood the inboxes of both centers and should be answered swiftly, accurately and delicately.
Data gathered by the SRCC should be collected during all phases of a disaster and disseminated
across both organizations. The following plan outlines effective methods of communicating with
the press before, during and after a natural disaster as to assist reporters, build relationships with
the press, alleviate fears or explain risk, and improve the overall quality of scientific
communication regarding atmospheric-related risks and hazards.

“I think that interacting with the press is part of our
educational obligation. We probably should all do more of it.”
Barry Keim, Louisiana State Climatologist
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Defining types of crises
A crisis is defined in this plan as any natural disaster that directly or potentially threatens the safety,
health, environment or welfare of people and property in Louisiana. Consideration of global
events, such as typhoons, which may result in media inquiries at the SRCC and SCIPP are included
in this plan, as well. Events that fall into this category are: hurricanes, sea level rise, tornadoes,
floods, droughts, wildfires, climate change, and other climate-related hazards.
Natural disasters fit into one of three general frames, having primary, secondary, and tertiary
effects. Primary effects occur as a direct result of an event, such as the collapse of a building during
a hurricane or tornado. Secondary effects are consequences of the primary effects, such as fires
during a drought. Tertiary effects are long-term effects, such as the loss of cropland after the
rerouting of a river due to a flooding event. Both the timing (before, during and after) and framing
(primary, secondary and tertiary) of a natural disaster should be evaluated when developing a
communications plan. Although the role of the SRCC/SCIPP may be to communicate the science
and impacts of emergencies, neither organization is an emergency management facility per se.
Neither SCIPP nor the SRCC should overstep the Federal Emergency Management Agency, the
National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration or any other government entity.
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Crisis Inventory
As a means for gauging how likely a crisis is to occur and its relative impact, the following crises
situations have been ranked on a scale from 0 to 5, with 0 representing a crisis that is impossible
or nearly impossible to occur in Louisiana and 5 representing a crisis that is very likely to occur in
Louisiana. The main crises situations the SRCC and SCIPP teams address concern hurricanes, sea
level rise and flooding. Because all of the types of climate-related crises the SRCC and SCIPP
would address have happened in the past and will almost certainly happen again, the rankings are
based on how likely an event is to occur in Louisiana. Because the atmosphere experiences cycles
and patterns, and considering anthropogenic warming and technological developments, the crisis
plan should be updated annually. It should be noted that crises that would almost never happen in
Louisiana may still impact Louisiana, such as the collapse of a large ice sheet in Antarctica.
Because of the known risks of disasters such as hurricanes and flooding, emphasis is put on the
known and immediate threats to Louisiana throughout this plan.
Probability scale of natural disasters occurring in Louisiana:
0.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Impossible; that is, the crisis has basically no change of occurring
Highly unlikely
Remotely possible
Possible.
Probable.
Highly probable.

Disaster
Hurricanes
Tornadoes
Floods
Drought Wildfires
Heat wave

Probability
5
5
5
5
5
5

Sinkhole
Lightening

4
4

Disaster
Sea level rise
Climate change
Pests
Cold/freeze
Thunderstorms
Volcanic eruption
Subsidence

Probability
5
5
5
4
5
1
5

Disaster
Ice sheet collapse
Asteroid impact
Dam Failure
Levee Failure
Earthquake
Landslide
Tsunami

Probability
5
1
3
4
2
3
1
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Vulnerability to Hazards and Disasters
Vulnerability refers to the way a hazard or disaster will affect human life and property. The
impact of a given event can affect each person and community differently. A drought may not have
a great effect on fishing communities in southeast Louisiana, but may devastate farmers in the
northwestern part of the state. The opposite is true of hurricanes. The scale below considers events
as they impact the state as a whole, meaning those events which cause the largest overall loss of
life or property, strain resources and alter the lives of the people across Louisiana. It is also
important to remember that all things affect all people everywhere.
Vulnerability to a given hazard depends on:








Proximity to a possible hazardous event
Population density in the area around the event
Public education and awareness of the hazard
Early-warning systems and lines of communication
Availability and readiness of emergency infrastructure
Construction styles and building codes
Cultural factors that influence public response to warnings1

Vulnerability scale of Louisiana to natural disasters (local and global)2:
0.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Event would have no discernable effect on Louisiana.
Event would have a minor effect, though not immediately noticeable.
Event would have a noticeable effect, though minor.
Event would have a considerable effect, possibly resulting in loss of life and/or property.
Event would have a significant effect, resulting in loss of life and/or property.
Event would be considered catastrophic with significant loss of life and/or property.

Disaster

Vulnerability

Disaster

Vulnerability

Disaster

Vulnerability

Hurricanes
Tornadoes
Floods
Drought Wildfires
Heat wave

5
4
5
4
4
3

Sea level rise
Climate change
Pests
Cold/freeze
Thunderstorms
Volcanic eruption

5
5
3
3
4
1

Ice sheet collapse
Asteroid impact
Dam Failure
Levee Failure
Earthquake
Landslide

1
1
3
5
1
2

Sinkhole
Lightening

3
3

Subsidence

5

Tsunami

1

1

Natural Disasters and Assessing Hazards and Risks. Stephen A. Nelson, Tulane University. 2013.
Hazards and Vulnerability Analysis, FEMA, 2002.
http://training.fema.gov/EMIWeb/downloads/UNTServiceLearning.pdf
2
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SRCC/SCIPP Crisis Inventory
Probability + Vulnerability

12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Probability

Vulnerability

Figure 1: Probability and vulnerability of selected disasters in Louisiana.

List of Key Publics
The SRCC and SCIPP serve several audiences: the general public, the media, government, nonprofit organizations, and the LSU community. The media serve as a bridge for reaching all of the
SRCC/SCIPP publics and effectively communicating with them would reduce the total amount of
time needed to spread key messages across all audiences.

Key publics:


General Public (schools, community organizations, non-profits, etc.)



Media (radio and television stations, weather organizations, newspapers, blogging, etc.)



Government (local emergency personnel, city planners, etc.)



LSU Community (students, faculty, researchers, staff, etc.)
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PREVIOUS CRISIS SITUATIONS
In the past, standard protocol was to wait until a tropical depression formed before releasing
statements about a system or devoting large amounts of media attention to the system as to not
cause unnecessary fear or panic. Now, because of both the 24/7 Weather Channel and public
interest in tropical storms, as soon as a tropical wave forms it is now on the news. As such,
questions arise about what the system may do (will it be a hurricane? If so, when? How big? Where
is it going?). While these questions are largely unanswerable, releasing the available data on a
system via press release could circumvent a lot of these inquiries, taking up less time for the
spokespersons since the statements will be publically available.
During hurricanes Katrina and Sandy, media inquiries hit all-time highs. Typically, Barry
Keim (current spokesperson) handles media inquiries. However, with the high volume of inquiries
during Katrina, Sandy and even Typhoon Haiyan, Keim passed off a lot of the inquiries to Hal
Needham, his Ph.D. student and storm-surge expert. On several occasions, staff members have left
for the weekend and neglected to check their voicemails and inboxes, missing key press
opportunities. However, Keim and others have capitalized on media frenzies before. When the
film The Perfect Storm (2000) hit theaters, Keim researched the Andrea Gale (the ship featured in
the film) and determined that the ship in fact went down before the storm hit. His press release got
responses from CNN, BBC, and virtually every other major national outlet. Movie releases are
great opportunities to talk about climate and weather, said Keim – from Twister (1996) to The Day
After Tomorrow (2004), Keim usually either gets requests or sends out press releases when big
films hit the theaters.
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PART II: CRISIS PROCEDURES
Stages of a crisis
Dr. Keim said most of the media inquiries the SRCC/SCIPP receive relate to current or recent
hurricanes or severe weather systems (thunderstorms and floods). This would be considered a
reactive relationship because most of the communication occurs after an event has taken place.
This crisis plan suggests and outlines a proactive approach to media, meaning communication is
initiated by the SRCC/SCIPP before a storm or other natural disaster event occurs. Because
weather events can be both unpredictable (tornadoes) and predictable (hurricanes), different
approaches should be used when preparing for different kinds of weather disasters, although a
general model can be used for all types of disasters.

TIMELINE
PRE-CRISIS
Before a disaster strikes, the SRCC/SCIPP should review the protocols and roles provided in this
plan and familiarize themselves with their respective roles. There are known risks to Louisiana
residents that are currently not being explored or properly investigated, such as levee failure in or
around New Orleans. These situations are called prodromes, or the foreshadowing of a disaster.
Graduate students who regularly read the national and international weather reports would be first
to notice any new or current potential hazards. Students should report these situations to their
supervisors. An example would be a low pressure system developing in the eastern Pacific basin
under optimal typhoon conditions.
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Pre-crisis steps for effective communication:
1. Identify the crisis communications team
 Are some members of the team more familiar with hurricanes and
tornadoes than flood and drought? Are some members better with children
or the elderly than others? Conservative crowds? Make sure the people on
the team are using their expertise precisely and are not being stretched
beyond their comfort zone.
2. Identify and train spokespersons
 Identify those on the SRCC/SCIPP team who are willing and able to speak
with the public and members of the media about weather and climate
issues. Training is a key part of the process and should not be overlooked.
Do not “wing it” when planning on talking to the media. Encourage staff
members do not have experience in speaking with media and generally
public to attend the training sessions as an introduction to the work they
will do in the future.
3. Establish notification and monitoring systems
 A simple “subscribe” option online or a listserv registry would allow the
SRCC/SCIPP to have access to its principal stakeholders without fishing
for registrations.
4. Identify and know stakeholders
 Each disaster will have different stakeholders. Know who is most
vulnerable to each event, such as people who live near the coast during a
hurricane, farmers during a drought, children and the elderly during a heat
wave, etc. Because climate disasters are relatively predictable in that heat
waves and hurricanes typically occur in summer and freezes in winter,
creating seasonal prep sheets would make response processes more
efficient.
5. Develop holding statements then finalize and adapt key messages
 Some disasters will have similar responses no matter when or where they
hit. For example, during any heat wave people should be advised to limit
the time they spend outdoors, to never leave pets or children inside a
vehicle, to drink plenty of water, etc. Climate change has similar holding
or “stock” statements (see Part III).
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DURING A CRISIS
The beginning of a crisis is characterized by confusion and intense media interest. Often the
information being given is incomplete and the facts disperse. One of the best ways to limit public
anxiety during a crisis is to provide useful information about the nature of the problem and what
the public can do about it. During the initial phase of an event, SCIPP/SRCC should establish itself
as a credible source of information. Even when there is little information to offer, you can still
communicate how the organization is investigating the event and when more information will be
available. At the very least, messages should demonstrate that your organization is addressing the
issues head-on—that its approach is reasonable, caring, and timely.
Communication objectives:


Help people more accurately understand their risks.



Provide background and encompassing information to those who need it.



Gain understanding and support for response and recovery plans.



Listen to stakeholder and audience feedback and correct misinformation.



Explain emergency recommendations.



Empower risk/benefit decision making.

As any crisis evolves, anticipate sustained media interest and scrutiny. Unexpected
developments, rumors, or misinformation may place further media demands on organization
spokespersons. This happened during Hurricane Katrina when media inquiries to SRCC/SCIPP
overwhelmed the staff. Experts, professionals, and others outside of the SRCC/SCIPP will
comment publicly on the issue and sometimes contradict or misinterpret messages. Staying on top
of the information flow and maintaining tight coordination are essential. For example, when
Hurricane Katrina struck and the SRCC said the Category 3 storm was not particularly violent in
Louisiana, the Army Corps experts attacked the SRCC. Still, the SRCC was correct in its
assessment of the situation and had an obligation to provide accurate information.
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What to do when disaster strikes or is near striking:


Acknowledge the event with genuine empathy



Explain and inform the public, in simplest terms, about the risk



Establish organizational/spokesperson credibility



Provide emergency courses of action (including how/where to get more information)



Commit to stakeholders and public to continued communication

The SRCC/SCIPP should review the information being relayed by NOAA and the National
Weather Service (NWS) before making any statements to the press. Releasing contradictory
information could cause confusion and jeopardize the effectiveness of NOAA/NWS
communication strategies, which supersede the SRCC/SCIPP as NOAA-funded entities. The
primary role of SRCC/SCIPP during this time should be to localize the NOAA/NWS information
and reach more residents of the area more frequently than national organizations are able to, said
Dr. Keim. Both should also assist local officials in disseminating safety information, such as
evacuation routes and advisories. Links to evacuation routes should be listed on all of the
SRCC/SCIPP web pages and be available in English and Spanish. The role of the SRCC/SCIPP
during a disaster should not be emergency management.

AFTER A CRISIS
At this point, as long as the threat of harm has subsided, it is acceptable for the SRCC/SCIPP to
produce contrasting information about the impact of a disaster. For example, if upon assessment
the SRCC determines that the storm surge from a given hurricane was 13 feet at Lake Charles, La.
and NOAA estimated the surge at nine feet, there is no obligation to withhold or alter the SRCC
results.
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Communication objectives for after a crisis:


Improve public response in future similar emergencies through education



Honestly examine problems and mishaps, and then reinforce what worked in the recovery
and response efforts



Persuade the public to support public policy changes



Promote the activities and capabilities of the SRCC/SCIPP



When the crisis is over, evaluate communication plan performance, document lessons
learned, and determine specific actions to improve crisis systems or the crisis plan.

HOW PEOPLE RECEIVE INFORMATION DURING A CRISIS
Because electricity may be disconnected during a crisis, people will often use their cell phones as
a primary method of communication. Message alerts and emails, as well as website updates, would
be the most effective way of communicating developing threats. The SRCC/SCIPP should develop
subscription tools on their respective websites, allowing visitors to register for emergency alerts
through the National Weather Service and email listservs maintained by the SRCC/SCIPP
communications manager. Twitter and Facebook would also be effective forms of communication
during a crisis and for dissemination links to reports and research published by the SRCC/SCIPP.
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Roles during a crisis
Director of Operations
Kevin Robbins will serve as the Director of Operations during a crisis situation. His primary role
is to decide which information to prioritize, which organizations to speak to, which events to host
or organize, and which persons should be spokespersons during any given disaster. Barry Keim
could also assist in this role, but in his role as spokesperson may not have time.
Primary Communicators (aka designated spokespersons)
The main objective of the primary communicators is to make sure that accurate, time-sensitive
information is reaching the media and general public. These people will be conducting the
interviews during a crisis, whether radio, online, news, broadcast, etc. Because crises often come
with a flurry of information, it is important to designate two to three persons for this role so that
the organization is sending out one coherent message and not 50 messages with different key points
and focuses. Primary communicators: Barry Keim and Hal Needham.
NOAA/FEMA Liaison
The NOAA/FEMA Liaison is responsible for making sure that the information being distributed
from the SRCC/SCIPP matches the information both NOAA and FEMA are sending out. This is
particularly important during hurricanes when the primary focus should be safety and preparation.
This can be more of a fact-checking procedure led by one or several graduate students.
Information relay person
The information relay person should be obtaining data and synthesizing it into short, coherent
bullet points and reports. Data collection and syndication is an important aspect of the
SRCC/SCIPP goals and should continue to be during a crisis. Kyle Brehe and graduate students
could fulfill this role.
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Communications and Outreach Coordinator
SCIPP currently has a designated position for communications (a graduate student) but no outreach
coordinator. Expanding this role will allow SCIPP to be more involved in the community, build
relationships with local government and community leaders, and know who in the community is
most vulnerable during a crisis. The Communications and outreach coordinator‘s job is to produce
and review materials being sent for spelling, grammar and factual mistakes. While publications
are available online at FEMA and NOAA on disaster preparation and response, the SRCC/SCIPP
would benefit from developing more of their own materials to distribute to policy makers, nonprofits, schools, etc. This person can make phone calls to various organizations they are familiar
with and ask if they need any information about the event. This person will be a bridge between
the community and the scientists.

Education Liaisons
Public education is a cornerstone in the overall objective of creating a more-educated society. The
education liaisons should prepare presentations and materials for public forums, including schools,
community organizations, local officials, and business owners. The role of the education liaison is
to increase the community’s knowledge of weather and climate processes.

Internal Communications Manager
The role of the internal communications manager is to make sure the staff are communicating with
each other during a crisis and that there are no gaps in information among staff. This role could be
filled by Amanda Billiot or other graduate student.
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Hurricane Hanna Simulation
Most of the inquiries SRCC/SCIPP receive from the press concern hurricanes – predicting
hurricane activity before a season starts, checking in midway through a hurricane season, research
concerning storm surge and hurricanes, and questions about hurricanes making landfall elsewhere.
The following plan outlines a hypothetical hurricane – Hurricane Hanna – and how the
SRCC/SCIPP should prepare for and respond to it.
About Hanna
Hurricane Hanna started as a
tropical wave off the western coast
of Africa. As it moved into the Gulf,
it caused considerable damage to
the Caribbean, killing more than
two-dozen people and $2 million in
damages. As Hanna moved into the
Gulf, it strengthened to a strong
Category 4 hurricane with wind

Figure 2: Hurricane Hanna path.

gusts over 200 mph. The storm was project to swing westward toward Louisiana, but continued
on a north-northeastern path toward Florida (Figure 2). As it neared to coast, it weakened slightly,
but is still causing considerable concern for officials and residents along the coast. The press are
calling and emailing for quotes about the storm’s potential destruction and projected paths.
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Before June 1 (first day of hurricane season)
Before hurricane season starts, the SRCC should release its estimates for what the hurricane season
may look like (how many systems, named storms, overall activity, etc.). The press will likely
request this information, but it should be sent out regardless via listserv. If time permits, the
primary communicators and outreach coordinators should call each local news station to report on
the findings. Each message sent out from the SRCC/SCIPP should be changed for each individual
storm or crisis using the most current data available. If at any point before, during or after a
hurricane a spokesperson is asked “is this storm bigger/stronger/etc. because of climate change?”
they should be prepared to answer with the most accurate and current information possible (see
Part III of Crisis Plan).
When Tropical Depression Hanna forms
Understanding the reporter’s role during this stage will better prepare the designated
spokespersons for the questions he or she may be asked. The job of a journalist is to get the most
important information to the public as quickly as possible so that the public can make informed
decisions regarding their safety. If a reporter calls and asks, “How bad is this storm going to be?”
and at the moment that is not a realistically or simplistically answered question, do not get annoyed
or be short with the reporter. Simply tell them reporter what is known about the hurricane, what
FEMA, NWS or local authorities have advised and what the scientists at the SRCC/SCIPP have
observed with similar storms in the past. Be careful not to contradict what NOAA, NWS or FEMA
have said about a storm as it will create confusion and could hurt the credibility of both
organizations. Human safety should be the primary concern during hurricane preparations and the
SRCC/SCIPP should assist, not detract from this process.
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EXAMPLE WEBSITE UPDATE:
THE SRCC/SCIPP/LOC IS CONTINUING TO MONITOR THE PROGRESS OF HURRICANE
HANNA AS IT CROSSES INTO THE GULF OF MEXICO. HANNA IS THE EIGHTH NAMED
STORM THIS HURRICANE SEASON. ITS SUSTAINED WINDS ARE 85 MPH WITH GUSTS
REACHING 105 MPH. THE STORM IS EXPECTED TO CROSS THE BAHAMAS WEDNESDAY
AND CONTINUE NORTH TOWARD THE FLORIDA PANHANDLE IN THE NEXT FIVE DAYS.

AS HANNA NEARS LANDFALL, RESIDENTS OF ALL COASTAL REGIONS SHOULD MAKE SURE
THEIR EMERGENCY SUPPLIES ARE FULLY STOCKED, INCLUDING WATER, FOOD, BATTERIES,
CANDLES AND FUEL FOR UP TO FIVE DAYS. RESIDENTS SHOULD ALSO REVIEW
EVACUATION PLANS, WHICH CAN BE FOUND ONLINE HERE (LINK).
Contact Barry Keim at Keim@LSU.EDU for more information.

Hurricane Hanna – near-landfall
As Hurricane Hanna nears landfall in the Northern Gulf Coast, the SRCC/SCIPP should
expect a high volume of inquiries from press. All inquiries should be responded to within a few
hours of being received. If the SRCC/SCIPP develop a reputation for being slow to respond to
inquiries then the media will likely begin sending less of them. Before the storm strikes, the
SRCC/SCIPP team should designate a “home base” where generators and satellite-capable
technologies will be located in case of a power outage. The home base should be secured and
stocked with gasoline, batteries, candles, water, food, an emergency radio, power-adapters for
cellular phones and laptop computers and all other emergency supplies. Since Hurricane Hanna is
not a direct threat to Louisiana, there is no need to evacuate, although all SCIPP/SRCC members
should follow the recommendations of their local officials.
Responsibilities as Hanna nears landfall:
-

Respond to media inquiries
General hurricane preparation (supplies)
Establish home base
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Managing Twitter and
Facebook Accounts

Example blog, Facebook or Twitter post as
Hurricane Hanna nears landfall:
“Hurricane Hanna is expected to make landfall as
a Category 3 storm Friday night between Mobile,
Alabama and Pensacola, Florida. For updated
advisors, check nws.gov.”

What is a “Tweet?”
A Tweet is a 140-character message
that

is

posted

Twitter.com.

publically

Tweets

via

should

be

succinct and precise. Do not split

Hurricane Hanna – during landfall

messages into multiple tweets. Always
link a tweet to a page with more

During landfall, all SRCC/SCIPP staff should follow the

information. Check your spelling and
grammar. It is OK to use abbreviations

FEMA or other local-government recommended safety
precautions, including but not limited to preparation and
evacuation. At no point should any SRCC/SCIPP team
member put themselves or others at risk during a

and acronyms in a Tweet. Posts should
be made daily. During a crisis, they
should be made as more information is
available.

Be

sure

to

verify

all

information before tweeting, as once it
is out there it cannot be taken back.

hurricane. The primary function of the SRCC/SCIPP
during this time is to monitor the storm’s progress and
report findings to other staff members. Intra-office
communication should be 24/7 until the storm passes.

Facebook can be a more effective tool
of reaching stakeholders and the
general public than email listservs.
Because

people

check

Facebook

multiple times during the day, they are
likely to view more materials on
Facebook than anywhere else online.

Responsibilities during landfall:
-

Safety
Data collection
Storm monitoring
Relaying/reposting FEMA and NWS advisories
Preparing summary reports

Posts should be made several times a
week and link to longer stories and blog
posts.

For

maximum

exposure,

the

SRCC/SCIPP staff should share and
retweet the posts from the main
SRCC/SCIPP Facebook and Twitter

Remember that the SRCC/SCIPP should follow the

accounts.

National Weather Service information as to avoid
confusion in the press.
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Hurricane Hanna – post-landfall
The two best opportunities for the SRCC/SCIPP to shine in a crisis situation like Hurricane Hanna
are before and after. Because FEMA has established a network of emergency communications
systems, however fallible they may be, it is not the SRCC/SCIPP’s job to assume the role of
emergency managers. Rather, the SRCC/SCIPP can put these events in perspective for people
looking for answers. During this period, all research staff should be working on analyzing the data
and compiling succinct reports for the spokespersons, director and communications and outreach
coordinators.


Assessing the damage – how does this hurricane compare to others in the past in terms of
wind speed, storm surge, immediate damage?



How many of these storms have hit this year? In recent years? Ever?



How does this storm compare to Katrina or Sandy?

You may be asked questions that you do not know the answer to – such as how many total
fatalities or how long the recovery will take. You may answer, “I am not sure,” “it’s too soon to
tell,” “that is not my area of expertise,” or “hopefully people are safe and the community can
rebuild.” Make sure you follow up with the reporter on any unanswered questions. Never say “no
comment.” Blogs are a great way to get your message to the public without reaching every member
of the press. A blog page should be simple, functional and easily-navigable. You can refer reporters
to your blog for more information so long as you regularly post new data and results. Blog posts
should be short (300-500 words), include photos, charts and graphics, and be edited for spelling
and grammar. Blogs can be updated online or via smart phone, which makes them especially useful
in case of power outage. Use the blog to track the progress of a storm before it hit and the recovery
process once a disaster has passed. Do not “forget” about a disaster after it has occurred.
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PART III: SCIENCE
COMMUNICATION SKILLS
In general, scientists do not like communicating with the press. Scientists often complain that the
press are only interested in “the big story” and rush to meet deadlines with little to no concern
about accuracy. Scientists also complain that reporters lack a strong science background and thus
will not understand what the research being discuss is about or why it is significant. Another
frequent complaint, one heard repeatedly at the SRCC/SCIPP office, is that “I don’t get paid
enough to do that.” However, it is worth noting that most of the SRCC/SCIPP staff are paid by
government grants, which are allocated by larger organizations, whose budgets are determined by
Congress. Part of the reason the public does not value the work being done in the lab and
consequently do not fight for its funding is because they are unaware of its significance. The press
can be a critical tool in communicating with the general public about research and other scientific
problems, including climate change.
Climate change has become a highly politicized and polarizing issue during the last four
decades. Communicating about climate change can be even trickier than navigating its political
repercussions. On talking about climate change, Dr. Keim said “I don’t particularly like talking
about climate change. It’s too politically charged. Too much emotion wrapped in it. No matter
what you say, someone will be screaming at you for it. I’ve been screamed at from both sides.”
Even though the topic may be difficult to discuss at times, the controversy surrounding the issue
that makes it politically charged stems from a lack of understanding of the science and
disagreement about the solutions. The job of the SRCC/SCIPP is to inform society about scientific
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issues so that they better understand how to confront the potential risks and hazards. Simply
stepping away from the topic rather than exploring ways to talk about it is a disservice to the
publics the SRCC/SCIPP serve.
Anthropogenic climate change is now accepted by more than 97 percent of activelypublishing climate and atmospheric scientists (Figure 3). The IPCC provides documents and tips
for speaking with a variety of audiences, including the press and general public. SCIPP already
develops publications for the general public and policy makers about climate change. The SRCC
could share these resources or develop their own. They should be prepared for a variety of
audiences, ranging from elementary school children to career professionals, and be available in
multiple languages and formats.

Figure 3: Emphasize the scientific consensus on climate change.
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What to remember when meeting with the general public:
-

Know your audience
o If meeting with an organization, speak to its leader first about what expectations
he or she has for the meeting and what areas he or she would like to focus on.
o If meeting with legislators, research what your Congressperson has said in the
past about climate change and prepare accordingly. If you know you are meeting
with a conservative legislator, emphasize economic impacts rather than
environmental ones, though bring both points up with everyone you meet.
o If speaking for children, remember to use the simplest terms for scientific
processes that you can and bring compelling visuals.

-

Don’t talk like a professor
o The New York Times writes to an eighth-grade reading level, and most other
publications write to a sixth-grade reading level. For a community forum, assume
most of your audience has not graduated high school. When meeting with
legislatures or policy makers, assume some formal education but don’t expect
them to be experts in any science-related field.
o Perceived arrogance or ego is one of the biggest problems scientists face when
talking with the general public. Be wary of “showing off.”

-

Bring documents for distribution (make them available in Spanish, too)
o Write and design publications that your audience can take home with them. These
documents should be written in simple, easily understandable English (and
Spanish) without jargon or complicated concepts and theories. Focus on
presenting what is known and do not focus on uncertainties. Include clear pictures
and do not overwhelm the page with text. The documents should be short – one
page – and encompass all of your major points.
Knowing your audience will help you prepare a more effective frame. A frame is the way

a story is told – “Its selective use of particular symbols, metaphors, and messengers – which, in
turn, triggers the shared and durable cultural models that people use to make sense of their world”
(Bales and Gilliam). A meeting with the Army Corps of Engineers would fall under an adaptation
frame, while a meeting with local business owners would likely fall under an economics frame.
Remember that communications is interactive.
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Part of the reason talking about climate change is so difficult is because it is a very
emotionally-loaded problem. Essentially humans have caused the death and destruction of large
swaths of the Earth, altered the atmosphere’s chemical composition, triggered die-off events across
the world and caused immense human pain and suffering. It is difficult not to be overwhelmed
with this information, especially if hearing it for the first time. Housed in the petrochemical capital
of the country, SRCC/SCIPP speakers should be careful not to condemn the oil, gas, coal and other
fossil-fuel corporations at public forums. Members of the audience may depend on a job at a
refinery or on an offshore oil rig and do not want to be accused of causing cataclysmic climate
change. While modern global warming is undoubtedly caused primarily by fossil-fuels, many
people still make a living off of those industries. The negative frame – the “we need to do
something or our grandchildren are doomed” frame – has been failing for more than 20 years.
Instead of focusing on the negatives, frame your conversation in a more positive light – focus on
the solvability of the problem and opportunities for economic growth within those solutions.
“The Manhattan Project. The Apollo Program. The silicon chip. The Internet. Time and
again, America has proven that putting together the best minds and the right resources
can result in technological breakthroughs that change the course of human history.” UCS
Common Sense on Climate Change
For the general public, present a short, concise, and focused message (sixth-grade level). It’s
difficult in a heightened state of anxiety or fear to take in too much information. Get the bottom
line out first. In time, the public will want more information.
Cut to the chase—relevant information only at this time. Don’t start with a lot of background
information. Don’t spend a lot of time establishing yourself or your organization. One sentence
should be enough and too much background info can make you appear arrogant.
Repeat the message—repetition reflects credibility and durability. Correct information is correct
each time you repeat it. Reach and frequency, common advertising concepts, say that your message
is more likely to be received and acted upon as the number of people exposed to the message
(reach) and the number of times each person hears the message (frequency) go up.
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Use personal pronouns for the organization. “We are committed to . . .” or “We understand the
need for . . .”
Technical language and jargon are useful as professional shorthand but they are barriers to
successful communication with the public. In low trust, high concern situations, empathy and
caring often carry more weight than numbers and technical facts.

Dealing with deniers and combative persons
There’s a difference between people who have questions or doubts and deniers. Learn how to tell
the difference. A denier will be combative, rude and non-conversational. They will relay secondhand information as “facts” and often try to challenge the credibility of the speaker. They will not
listen to the information being given and will not engage in conversation. Rather, they will try to
lead or control the conversation and may resort to yelling or spamming/online harassment. Online,
these people often post anonymously, under pseudonyms and fake photos. They may repeat
information that is blatantly untrue (“climatologists were proven to be conspiring with the U.N.
after climategate”) or popular misconceptions (the warming “plateau”). If after two or three
attempts of calmly addressing the person’s concerns and misconceptions they remain combative
or escalate, do not engage the person again. If you are communicating online, it is advised you use
the block feature on people who begin spamming or harassing you. Giving attention to these people
is a waste of time and detracts from the serious conversations you could be having with people
who have legitimate questions about the science. Other people will see the behavior of those type
of people and be turned off from that dogmatic point of view. The most important thing to
remember in these situations is to remain calm, do not argue and do not allow one person take over
the forum.
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Communication Dos and Don’ts
 While every communicator has a different approach and style, there are some rules that
transcend boundaries. When speaking about weather and climate, be careful not to overdramatize or under-value the risks and hazards. Be polite, patient and attentive.
 Remember that jargon obfuscates communication and implies arrogance. If you have to
use a technical term or acronym, define it. If you can define it, do you need to use it?
 Use humor cautiously. Not everyone finds the same sorts of jokes funny and you risk
offending people. A few self-deprecating jokes in a hostile crowed may lighten the mood,
but tread lightly.
 Refute negative allegations without repeating them. Don’t own the negative by repeating
the accusation. And never attack another organization or person.
 When possible, use positive or neutral terms.
 Don’t assume you’ve made your point. Ask whether you’ve made yourself clear.
 Ultimately, money will become an issue. If you are not an expert on economics, say so. A
statement reemphasizing your expertise could keep you out of that conversation. E.g.
“There are lots of economic solutions to our climate change problems, and I’m sure many
of them could work. But I’m just here to talk about the science, not to make policy
suggestions.”
 Remember the three most important messages about climate change – the consensus, the
science and the potential costs (human and monetary).
 When asked about specific events and their connection to climate change, say something
along the lines of “while we cannot tie any specific event to climate change yet, the trend
we’ve observed is that these events are becoming more frequent and severe.”
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Tips for speaking with the public:


Do not speculate.



Focus on two or three key messages and repeat them.



Speak in simple, common terms.



Avoid negative language.



Remain calm.



Consider human safety first.



Do not answer questions you do not understand.



Ignore cameras and microphones.



Make only “on the record” statements.



Never say “no comment.”




Speak clearly and with compassion.
Do not be condescending.



Never say, “I know exactly how you feel.” Rather, acknowledge their feelings, “I
understand that you’re concerned,” and address the root of the fear or concern.



Be sensitive to local norms, such as speech and dress.



Strive for brevity, but respect people’s information needs and offer to provide more
information.



Use graphics and other pictorial material to clarify messages.



Personalize risk data: use stories, examples, and anecdotes that make technical data come
alive.



Avoid distant, abstract, unfeeling language about deaths, injuries and illnesses.



Acknowledge and respond (both in words and with actions) to emotions that people
express, such as anxiety, fear, anger, outrage, and helplessness.



Acknowledge and respond to the distinctions that the public views as important in
evaluating risks.
Use risk comparisons to help put risks in perspective; but avoid comparisons that ignore
distinctions that people consider important.




Always try to include a discussion of actions that are under way or can be taken.
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Spokesperson tips
 There is no such thing as “off the record.” Background and deep background do not mean
you won’t be quoted. Do not say anything before, during, or at the conclusion of an
interview that you are not prepared to see in print the next day. The interview hasn’t
ended until the reporter and all equipment is out the door and long gone.
 Make your point first. Have prepared message points. Try to say it in 30 seconds and in
fewer than 90 words.
 Don’t fake it. If you don’t know the answer, say so. If it’s not in your area of expertise,
say so. Then commit to getting the answer.
 Don’t assign blame or pass the buck. Stick to what you know and what your organization
is doing.
 Don’t fight your battle through the media. If you don’t have something nice to say, don’t
say anything. Remind reporters that professionals can differ in opinion but that does not
mean they should attack each other in the media. There is a peer-review process to
discuss differences.
 Don’t buy in to hypothetical questions. Reframe the question in a way that addresses
legitimate concerns of the public without being sensational or “entertainment.”
 Record sensitive interviews. Be sure the reporter knows you are doing it.
 Do not ask reporters to review their articles or interviews. Offer to clarify information for
them as they prepare their piece. If a reporter shows you the piece, understand that he or
she expects you to correct errors in fact—not viewpoints that may differ from yours.
 Break down multiple-part questions and answer each part separately.
 Don’t raise issues you do not want to see in print or on the news.
 Don’t say “no comment” to a reporter’s question. Instead, state why you can’t answer
that question.
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Media opportunity or press conference tips


Determine in advance who will answer questions about specific subject matters.



Keep answers short and focused—no longer than 2 minutes.



Assume every mic is live.



Never make “off the record” statements. You should know that simply saying “off the
record” does not make anything you say shielded from print. Only if a reporter verbally
gives consent can a statement be made off the record, and even then there is no guarantee
the information you give him or her will not end up in print anyway.
In-person interview tips:



Know who will be conducting the interview.



Know the subjects the reporter wants to cover.



Caution the reporter when you are not the right person to answer a question.



Know the format and duration of the interview.



Ask who else will be interviewed or has been interviewed.

Do not:


Embarrass or argue with a reporter.



Tell the news organization which reporter you prefer.



Demand that your remarks not be edited.



Insist that an adversary not be interviewed.



Lie or cloud the truth.



Demand that an answer you’ve given not be used.



State that what you are about to say is off the record or not attributable to you.
Telephone interview tips



Know who is on the other end of the line.



Ask if you are being recorded (also know that in many states a reporter does not need
permission to record a telephone conversation).



Ask when and where the information will be used.



Obtain the reporter’s phone number before the interview begins. You may need to call
back if the call is interrupted or if you need to provide updated information.



Spell out difficult names/technical terms/phrases.



At the outset, limit the time available for the interview. Give yourself an out, such as a
pending meeting. You have an obligation to answer important questions from the media,
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but you do not have an obligation to explore every facet of the incident or to do reporters’
homework.
Go to a quiet room.



Don’t allow distractions.



Stand up. It strengthens your voice and makes you alert.



Keep key messages at hand. Repeat those often so reporters know these are what you
believe are important.
Radio interview tips

A live interview is very different from a taped interview. Be sure you know whether it’s live, live
to tape, or taped. If the interview is live, determine whether callers will be permitted to ask
questions.


Speak in normal tones.



Watch out for “uh,” “um,” and “you know.” You do not own the air time. It’s not your
responsibility to fill the space. Take the time you need to form your thoughts and answer.
Use notes, but don’t rustle your papers.




Radio interviews will not be as in-depth as print. Get your key messages out quickly and
succinctly.



Don’t offer lengthy scientific explanations. Remember that your audience has very little
scientific background. Tell them what it means to them. Take on your audience’s point of
view.



Reporters may ask the same question multiple times in an attempt to elicit a different
answer from you or to get you to answer the question with fewer words.



Assume the mic is always live.
Don’t let a reporter put words in your mouth. The reporter may use inflammatory or
emotionally laden words. Don’t repeat them.
If the question contains leading or loaded language, reframe the question to eliminate the
language and then answer the questions.




Don’t assume the reporter has it right if he or she claims that someone has lodged an
allegation.



Don’t react to new information a reporter gives you. Instead, say, “I have not heard that”
or “I would have to verify that before I could respond.” Don’t let the reporter start a fight.
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HOW TO WRITE A PRESS RELEASE:


At the top of the release include the SRCC/SCIPP logo and name, address, telephone
number, email address, and website address.



Create headlines in an active voice and summarize the core information in a few words.



Put “for immediate release” at the top under your contact information—don’t make
reporters or editors guess.



Write in the inverted pyramid style—most important information first. .



If you’re providing a new telephone information number or Web site address, introduce
it higher in the press release. Don’t assume the editor will notice it in the last paragraph.



Limit the length of sentences (rarely more than 20 words) and paragraphs. A onesentence paragraph is acceptable in a press release.



Remember, the more syllables per 100 words, the more difficult text is to understand.



Explain scientific or technical terms. Don’t assume your audience knows what you’re
talking about.
Check your facts, especially after including revisions from subject matter experts.




If a name has an unusual pronunciation, include the phonetic pronunciation so radio and
TV reporters will get it right. This is good for the reporter and good for the person being
mentioned.



If you find an error in a press release that has already been distributed and there’s time to
fix it before it’s used, make the effort to reach everyone who has it. Reporters don’t like
taking the blame for your mistake. Don’t just correct it on your website and leave the
media hanging. If it’s too late, and it has appeared, apologize.
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Sample press release from NOAA:

NOAA: Slow Atlantic hurricane season coming to a
close
No major hurricanes formed in the Atlantic basin - first time since 1994
November 25, 2013
The 2013 Atlantic hurricane season,
which officially ends on Saturday,
Nov. 30, had the fewest number of
hurricanes since 1982, thanks in
large part to persistent, unfavorable
atmospheric conditions over the Gulf
of Mexico, Caribbean Sea, and
tropical Atlantic Ocean. This year is
expected to rank as the sixth-leastactive Atlantic hurricane season since 1950, in terms of the collective strength and duration
of named storms and hurricanes.
“A combination of conditions acted to offset several climate patterns that historically have
produced active hurricane seasons,” said Gerry Bell, Ph.D., lead seasonal hurricane
forecaster at NOAA’s Climate Prediction Center, a division of the National Weather
Service. “As a result, we did not see the large numbers of hurricanes that typically
accompany these climate patterns.”
Thirteen named storms formed in the Atlantic basin this year. Two, Ingrid and Humberto,
became hurricanes, but neither became major hurricanes. Although the number of named
storms was above the average of 12, the numbers of hurricanes and major hurricanes were
well below their averages of six and three, respectively. Major hurricanes are categories 3
and above.
Tropical storm Andrea, the first of the season, was the only named storm to make landfall in
the United States this year. Andrea brought tornadoes, heavy rain, and minor flooding to
portions of Florida, eastern Georgia and eastern South Carolina, causing one fatality.
The 2013 hurricane season was only the third below-normal season in the last 19 years,
since 1995, when the current high-activity era for Atlantic hurricanes began.
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“This unexpectedly low activity is linked to an unpredictable atmospheric pattern that
prevented the growth of storms by producing exceptionally dry, sinking air and strong
vertical wind shear in much of the main hurricane formation region, which spans the tropical
Atlantic Ocean and Caribbean Sea,” said Bell. “Also detrimental to some tropical cyclones
this year were several strong outbreaks of dry and stable air that originated over Africa.”
Unlike the U.S., which was largely spared this year, Mexico was battered by eight storms,
including three from the Atlantic basin and five from the eastern North Pacific. Of these
eight land falling systems, five struck as tropical storms and three as hurricanes.
NOAA and the U.S. Air Force Reserve flew 45 hurricane hunter aircraft reconnaissance
missions over the Atlantic basin this season, totaling 435 hours--the fewest number of flight
hours since at least 1966.
NOAA will issue its 2014 Atlantic Hurricane Outlook in late May, prior to the start of the
season on June 1.
NOAA's National Weather Service is the primary source of weather data, forecasts and
warnings for the United States and its territories. NOAA’s National Weather Service
operates the most advanced weather and flood warning and forecast system in the world,
helping to protect lives and property and enhance the national economy. Working with
partners, NOAA’s National Weather Service is building a Weather-Ready Nation to support
community resilience in the face of increasing vulnerability to extreme weather. Visit us
online at weather.gov and on Facebook.
NOAA’s mission is to understand and predict changes in the Earth's environment, from the
depths of the ocean to the surface of the sun, and to conserve and manage our coastal and
marine resources. Join us on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and our other social media
channels.
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Training exercise:
During a crisis, heightened anxiety will result in tough questions. Some of the questions depend
on the ethics and orientation of the speaker, but before a crisis occurs you should decide how you
will respond to a range of difficult questions. Address the following scenarios using the
information in this plan. Consider the human and environmental impacts of your responses.
A hurricane is nearing landfall just outside Lake Charles, La. The National Weather Service has
issued warnings for all of the nearby coastal counties, but no mandatory evacuations have been
ordered. The Mayor of Lake Charles calls the SRCC/SCIPP to ask what he should do. What do
you say?
A reporter digs up a report that shows that the levees around Chalmette are two feet lower than
they are supposed to be due to an accelerated rate of subsidence. According to other reports, this
puts Chalmette at great risk of flood or levee failure during a hurricane. You review the
information and agree with her findings. As a hurricane nears, the reporter comes back to you
asking if residents of Chalmette near the levy should evacuate, even though the Army Corps of
Engineers recently said the levee was fine and there was no need to evacuate. What do you say?
Louisiana has been in a three-year drought when a large storm system begins moving through,
threatening to dump 18 inches of rain over the drought-affected area over a two-day period. So
far, neither the National Weather Service nor FEMA have commented on the system or issued
any warnings. A local reporter calls the office asking whether or not people should expect
flooding and if lives could be in danger. What do you say?
A series of tornadoes across the Southeast result in a flurry of media attention. Someone at the
office spoke “off the record” to a reporter and said that “we can’t prove it now, but these events
are absolutely tied to climate change.” The reporter quoted the team member in an article about
the tornadoes and you have been receiving praises and sharp critiques ever since. How do you
respond?
At a community forum, you are speaking with a group of mostly insurance and real estate agents
about the risks of climate change. Nearing the end of your presentation, a man stands up and
calls you a liar and begins making derogatory comments toward you about your stance on
climate change. How do you respond?
After attending a middle school lecture on science in which you or someone else in the office
referred to climate change as “a matter of fact,” the school began receiving complaints from
parents. The principal welcomes you back to speak again, asking you to present the issue of
climate change as an unsettled scientific issue. What do you do?
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Directory
Southern Climate Impacts Planning
Program
Louisiana State University
Geography and Anthropology Department
Howe-Russell Geoscience Complex
Baton Rouge, LA. 70808
(225) 278-8374
www.southernclimate.org
Southern Regional Climate Center
E328 Howe-Russell Complex
Louisiana State University
Baton Rouge, LA 70803
(225) 578-5021
http://www.srcc.lsu.edu/
Louisiana State Office of Climatology
E327 Howe-Russell Complex
Louisiana State University
Baton Rouge, LA 70803
(225) 578-6870
http://www.losc.lsu.edu/
The Baton Rouge Advocate
7290 Bluebonnet Blvd
Baton Rouge, LA 70810
225.383.1111
800.960.6397 (in Louisiana)
pkovacs@theadvocate.com
http://theadvocate.com/
The New Orleans-Times Picayune
301 Main Street
Baton Rouge, LA 708081
(225) 332 – 5593
http://www.nola.com/
WRKF 89.3
3050 Valley Creek Drive
Baton Rouge, LA 70808
225-926-3050
news@wrkf.org
http://wrkf.org/

The Louisiana Press Association
404 Europe St.
Baton Rouge, LA 70802
(225) 344-9309
pam@lapress.com
http://www.lapress.com/staff.htm
Central City News
(225) 261 – 5055
www.centralcitynews.us
http://www.centralcitynews.net/
South East News
5311 Herridge Dr
Baton Rouge, LA 70817
(225) 955-4603
City Newstand
15450 George Oneal Rd
Baton Rouge, LA 70817
(225) 751-7494
Livingston Parish News Office
688 Hatchell Ln
Denham Springs, LA 70726
(225) 665-5176
Zachary Post
4257 Church St
Zachary, LA 70791
(225) 654-0122
The Zachary Plainsman
2060 Church St
Zachary, LA 70791
(225) 654-8271
Talk 107.3 FM
929 Government St.
Baton Rouge, LA 70802
225-388-9898
http://www.talk1073.com/home/
Ascension Magazine
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18386 Little Prairie Rd
Prairieville, LA 70769
(225) 622-1324
The Advertiser
P.O. Box 5310
Lafayette, LA 70502
(337) 289-6300
http://www.theadvertiser.com/
The Town Talk
P.O. Box 7558
Alexandria, LA 71306
(318) 487-6397 or 1-800-523-8391
http://www.thetowntalk.com/
L’Observateur
116 Newspaper Drive
LaPlace, LA 70068
(985) 652 – 9545
lobnews@bellsouth.net
http://www.lobservateur.com/
American Press
P.O. Box 2893
Lake Charles, LA 70602
(337) 494-4040
news@americanpress.com
http://www.americanpress.com/
The Shreveport Times
222 Lake St.
Shreveport La, 71101
(318) 459-3200
http://www.shreveporttimes.com/apps/pbcs.
dll/frontpage

WWL AM 870/FM 105.3
Entercom Radio of New Orleans
400 Poydras Street, Suite 800
New Orleans, La 70130
504.593.6397
http://www.wwl.com/
WJBO 1150
5555 Hilton Ave. STE 500
Baton Rouge, La. 70808
(225) 231-1860
http://www.wjbo.com/main.html
WBRZ.com
1650 Highland Road,
Baton Rouge, LA 70802
225.387.2222
weather@wbrz.com
http://www.wbrz.com/home/
WAFB 9
844 Government Street
Baton Rouge, LA 70802
225-383-9999
news@wafb.com
http://www.wafb.com/
WVLA NBCNews 33
10000 Perkins Rd.
Baton Rouge, LA 70810
(225) 766-3233
news@nbc33tv.com
http://www.nbc33tv.com/

The Louisiana News Bureau
Baton Rouge, LA 70802
(225) 342-1240

WGMB-TV Fox44
10000 Perkins Rd.
Baton Rouge, LA 70810
(225) 766-3233
info@tvbatonrouge.com
http://www.fox44.com/

KTIB 640 AM
108 Green Street
Thibodaux, Louisiana
(985) 447-6404
ktib640am@gmail.com

Louisiana Public Broadcasting
7733 Perkins Road
Baton Rouge, LA 70810
225-767-4276
http://beta.lpb.org/index.php/
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Cablecast
1520 S Woodhaven St.
Baton Rouge, LA 70815
(225) 929-7432
The Weekly Press
1283 Rosenwald Road
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70807
(225) 775-2002
Theweeklypress@yahoo.com
thewpres@bellsouth.net
http://www.theweeklypress.com/index.html
The St. Bernard Parish Post
Kenny Zulli, editor
kennyzulli@thestbernardparishpost.com
Phone: 504-278-7910
http://www.thestbparishpost.com
3013 Jean Lafitte Pwky. Suite - B
Chalmette, LA 70043
Coastal Wetlands Planning, Protection
and Restoration Act
Susan Testroet- Bergeron, USGS
CWPPRA Outreach Coordinator
bergerons@usgs.gov
Phone: (337) 266-8623
United States Geological Survey
National Wetlands Research Center
700 Cajundome Blvd.
Lafayette, LA 70506
www.lacoast.gov
Coalition to Restore Coastal Louisiana
6160 Perkins Road Suite# 225
Baton Rouge, La 70808
Phone: 225.767.4181 office
coalition@crcl.org
http://www.crcl.org/
Louisiana Department of Environmental
Quality
602 N. Fifth Street
Baton Rouge, LA 70802
http://www.deq.louisiana.gov/portal/

National Oceanographic and
Atmospheric Administration
http://www.climate.gov/
US Army Corps of Engineers – New
Orleans District
New Orleans District, Public Affairs Office
504-862-2201
After Hours (Media): 504-756-2811
AskTheCorps@usace.army.mil
7400 Leake Ave.
New Orleans, LA 70118
http://www.mvn.usace.army.mil/
State of Louisiana Department of Natural
Resources
La. Dept. of Natural Resources, Legal
Division
P.O. Box 94396
Baton Rouge, La. 70804-9396
225-342-2614
http://dnr.louisiana.gov/
Union of Concerned Scientists
http://www.ucsusa.org/gulf/gcstatelou.html
EPA Region 6
EPA Region 6 Main Office
1445 Ross Avenue
Suite 1200
Dallas, Texas 75202
Phone: (214) 665-6444
http://www2.epa.gov/aboutepa/epa-louisiana
University of Colorado Extreme Weather
Sourcebook
http://sciencepolicy.colorado.edu/sourceboo
k/
Natural Resources Defense Council
http://www.nrdc.org/health/climate/la.asp
Mayors Climate Protection Agency
http://usmayors.org/
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